
Weekly Home Learning Tasks 
Complete as many of these tasks as you can this week. 

 

Remember to submit any completed tasks to your Seesaw account or to the school email 

address. Three pieces of work per week will be ‘showcased’ on the class Seesaw page. 
 

Remember to ask family members for support if you are not sure about the task.   

Date: 07.07.2020 Year group:3 

English tasks Maths tasks 

Our learning focus: 
To draw inferences such as; inferring characters' 

feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions & 
justifying inferences with evidence 

Identifying main ideas drawn from more than 1 
paragraph and summarising these 

 
 

Identifying how language, structure, and presentation 
contribute to meaning  

Read aloud to an audience  

 
 

Activities you could complete: 

1. Listen to me read or read chapter 

17 – Oi Stinker.   

Tomas wonders where the dragons 

live as they don’t seem to live in his 

village.  Design a dragon land.  In 

your land think about what needs to 

be there; where they live and sleep, 

where they get their food, water.  

Is it on Earth or another planet? 

Draw a picture of ‘Dragon Land’ and 

then on a separate page a write a 

description of it – include: colours, 

materials, textures (rough, smooth 

etc) and size. 

 

2. Listen to me read or read chapter 

Nosy Eyes – vocabulary finder.  

Highlight the words in the text and 

write down what they mean; 

Precisely; feeble; disguise; assigned; 

loitering; bulging; savouring & 

bemused. 

 

3. Listen to me read or read chapter 

19 – Coffee Surprise. 

Answer the following questions 

about it; 

Our learning focus: Geometry – Properties of 

shapes 

 
To draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes using modelling 

materials; recognise 3-D shapes in different orientations 

and describe them 

To recognise angles as a property of shape or a 

description of a turn 

To identify right angles, recognise that 2 right angles 

make a half-turn, 3 make three-quarters of a turn and 4 a 

complete turn; identify whether angles are greater than 

or less than a right angle 

To identify horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of 

perpendicular and parallel lines 

 

Activities you could complete: 

 

1) Watch the following clips which explain the 

properties of 2D and 3D shapes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxoLlSTu1jo 

              https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nLpD6bE4fE 

 

2) Complete the activity: ‘Identify 2D and 3D 

shapes. 

 

3) Watch the clip first which explains right-

angles then complete the ‘Is it a right-angle?’ 

worksheet. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9w3WvP9nQ8 

 

4) Watch the clip which explains angles that are 

greater than (obtuse) or less than (acute) a 

right angle: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKYjl3BZFwM 

Now complete the worksheet ‘Types of angles’ 

worksheet. 

 

5) Listen to the song. Write a description with a 

diagram to explain and show the different 

types of lines. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3AOoLbA3us  
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1) Who did Tomas convince to let 

him back into the building? 

2) What was Flicker about to drink 

from the sink? 

3) What plant did Tomas try and 

coax Flicker down with? 

4) Where did Flickers poo land? 

5) Which friend of Tomas’s was the 

first to see Flicker? 

 

4. Listen to me read or read chapter 

20 – The Great Idea. 

Idioms – starting on page 145 and 

finishing on page 146 there is a 

sentence ‘Ted was grinning from ear 

to ear, like the cat who’d got the 

cream’.  This type of sentence is an 

idiom.  Explain what ‘like the cat 

who’d got the cream means’ and then 

find 5 more common idioms that we 

use in our daily conversations. 

 

5. Listen to me read or read pages 152 

– 159.  Record yourself reading 

pages 160 to 162 and then up-load it 

onto Seesaw for me to see. 

 

6) Complete the activity ‘Spotting Parallel and 

Perpendicular Lines’ 

 

7) Continue to practice your multiplication and 

division on Times Table Rockstars  

 

 

 Foundation subject task 
 

No SPaG activities this week as we would 

like you to spend the time completing the 

Transition Activities. 

 

 

Transition Activities 

Text - Miss Hazeltine’s Home for Shy and 

Fearful Cats 

 
 

Activities you could complete: 

 

1) Making predictions: Look at the front 

cover of the book. Think about the 

following questions to help you write a 

prediction. 



Who are the main characters? Where do you 

think the setting is? Is the book fiction or non-

fiction? What might happen? 

 

2) Look at the words ‘shy’ and ‘fearful’ in the 

title. List the ways a cat may be shy or 

fearful. Next, complete the worksheet 

‘What are my main worries?’ to show why 

you might be worried, shy or fearful upon 

entering Year 4.  

 

3) Complete ‘Let your worries go’ using your 

ideas from activity 2. 

 

4) Listen to the story. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3sT4jNWErU  

 

5) In the story, Miss Hazeltine gave the 

cats extra help in ‘Meeting New Friends.’ 

Create a poster which shows how to be a 

good friend. Include tips and drawings. 

‘How to be a good friend’ will help you 

with some ideas.  

 

6) Miss Hazeltine used yoga to help the cats 

feel relaxed and think good thoughts. Try 

some yoga at home!  

 
Cat pose: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
rU8sBq5avY 
 

Yoga and Mindfulness: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syIwnkfyk2w 

 

7) When Miss Hazeltine was stuck in the 

ditch she began to think of good thoughts 

to help overcome her fears. Complete the 

activity ‘I am an amazing person,’ to help 

you think good thoughts about yourself 

😊. 

Other useful websites/ideas: 
 

Miss Hazeltine's Home for Shy and Fearful Cats: (Read aloud) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3sT4jNWErU  
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